Biodiversity: crises past and present, and future challenges
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This inaugural issue of a new biodiversity journal, Research and Reports in Biodiversity Studies (RRBS), is one of many new scientific Journals that are appearing and competing for ratings in the academic arena. Librarians, institutes of higher education, and funding agencies might despair of being able to source the funding needed to sustain institutional subscriptions or authorship fees for new journals, yet, as indicated below, there has never, unfortunately, been a greater need for advancing and reporting knowledge of biodiversity, its preservation, and its presentation to a wide audience. Open-access journals, such as this one, provide an ideal platform for alerting the scientific and media world to biodiversity issues and the growing threats to the world’s living heritage. RRBS, with its open-access, electronic format, has several advantages over traditional subscription-based journals for disseminating new ideas, discoveries, and status reports on biodiversity. For example, while maintaining quality of peer review, throughput times are rapid, articles are not rejected due lack of space, and (being online) expensive production costs for graphics are virtually eliminated. And, of course, articles have free, unrestricted access. This niche in the publishing world and RMBR, specifically, consequently provides a much-needed venue for perhaps one of the most important topics for all humanity today – that of biodiversity.

The range of life forms that have evolutionarily diversified and proliferated in spectacular profusion on planet Earth – possibly uniquely in the universe – has currently attained arguably the highest level of complexity, richness, and interrelatedness ever recorded since its origin some 3.8 billion years ago, or possibly earlier.

The best data for past biodiversity extinction events and rates are derived from the fossil record of marine skeletogenous animals, while the interest in contemporary extinctions focuses largely on terrestrial organisms. This makes comparisons difficult, yet the general consensus is that organic diversity, from species to ecosystem level, is currently under threat and that we are perhaps witnessing the beginnings of a sixth major extinction event, sometimes termed the Holocene extinction crisis. Some argue that there is little evidence, yet, for high rates of extinction (eg, Stork) and certainly the perception by the general populace of species losses and environmental degradation tends to be masked by its incremental nature – the phenomenon of creeping normalcy.
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is little doubt that diversity and habitat losses at all levels are escalating⁶ and that the threats to biodiversity and the natural environment are largely due to a rapidly burgeoning human population. Thomas Malthus,¹⁰ writing his essay on human population at the beginnings of the industrial and agricultural revolution, was a little premature in the predicted timing of this scenario, but the ever-growing numbers of humans today are directly destroying or expropriating natural habitats for human use and overexploiting living resources, or indirectly impacting biodiversity (negatively) through global anthropogenic effects on climate patterns. Almost one-quarter of net primary production on land has been appropriated by humans¹¹ with consequential effects on biogeochemical cycles, ecosystem services, and biodiversity. Ocean ecosystems, too, have been radically transformed; almost 80% of the world’s fisheries are overexploited, or in a state of collapse, with most large predatory fish gone and fisheries characterized by fishing at lower levels in food webs.¹² A recent global appraisal of biodiversity¹³ found that most indicators of the state of biodiversity show declines with no significant slowing of rates, and indicators of pressure showing increases.

Many small organisms, particularly generalist species (including pests such as cockroaches and many rodents), would undoubtedly survive and adapt (and evolve) in degraded or changed environments, but highly specialized organisms (think of the horseshoe bat that “invented” a form of “radar” some 50 million years before human engineers did, or intricate interrelationships such as those of hummingbirds or bee pollinators with plants) are vulnerable and increasingly at risk of extinction. Species that have evolved as “special editions” on pollinators with plants) are vulnerable and increasingly at risk on climate patterns. Almost one-quarter of net primary production on land has been appropriated by humans¹¹ with consequential effects on biogeochemical cycles, ecosystem services, and biodiversity. Ocean ecosystems, too, have been radically transformed; almost 80% of the world’s fisheries are overexploited, or in a state of collapse, with most large predatory fish gone and fisheries characterized by fishing at lower levels in food webs.¹² A recent global appraisal of biodiversity¹³ found that most indicators of the state of biodiversity show declines with no significant slowing of rates, and indicators of pressure showing increases.

Many small organisms, particularly generalist species (including pests such as cockroaches and many rodents), would undoubtedly survive and adapt (and evolve) in degraded or changed environments, but highly specialized organisms (think of the horseshoe bat that “invented” a form of “radar” some 50 million years before human engineers did, or intricate interrelationships such as those of hummingbirds or bee pollinators with plants) are vulnerable and increasingly at risk of extinction. Species that have evolved as “special editions” on islands are particularly susceptible to depredations, or to being outcompeted by invasives, be they human, animal, or plant.¹⁴ Large organisms in particular, including sustainable populations of our own species, owe their very existence to the biological diversity of food webs that they depend upon. Biodiversity is the key to maintenance of the world as we know it; including the health benefits that undisturbed ecosystems provide, the role that biodiversity plays in providing ecosystem services, and food security for humankind. Many people living on this planet today have seen the human population double during their own lifetime and some have seen it triple.¹⁵ The consequential pressures and threats of this “epidemic” population explosion on living resources are very real. Mitigation efforts need to be based on up-to-date primary information, and this new journal provides an ideal platform, with rapid reporting and appraisal of biodiversity issues, and highlighting strategies for maintenance of the richnes of the Earth’s living resources upon which all of us, and our descendants, ultimately depend.
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